Introduction and Statement of results
In this paper we study the C*-algebra generated by the representation on the twisted Fock space of the #-commutation relations. These relations, introduced by Greenberg [6] and Bozejko and Speicher [2] , provide an Interpolation depending on a parameter qe (-1,1) between the bosonic and the fermionic commutation relations (which correspond to q = l and q = -l, respectively). For q in [ -1,1], a representation of thê -commutation relations is of the form: where 3f is a separable Hubert space and c(-) is linear with values operators on some Hubert space Jf (called the space of the representation). The Fock representation of these relations is the one uniquely determined, up to unitary equivalence, by the following condition: there exists a vacuum vector Ω in the space of the representation, that is cyclic for the C*-algebra generated by {ο(ξ)\ξ e tf}, and such that ο(ξ)Ω = 0 for every ξ in #f.
The uniqueness of the Fock representation is easy to show, but the proof of its existence is not at all trivial (see [2] , [5] , [8] ); the construction giving this representation will be briefly reviewed in Section 2.1 below.
We shall consider the case when the Hubert space Jf of (1.1) has finite dimension d S> 2; d will be fixed throughout the whole paper. Choosing an orthonormal basis of ^ we see that the representations of the g-commutation relations come to those of the universal unital C*-algebra generated by d elements a l9 ...,a d , that satisfy:
a t af -qafa t = <5 U /, l g ij £ d. We shall denote, following [7] , this universal C*-algebra by q (= £ q (d)). Also, we shall use the following notations: the Fock representation of the #-commutation relations, viewed s a representation of <?*, will be denoted by Φ^ and its space will be denoted by «^ (and called the twisted Fock space); we shall put
Α^Φ^εΧΡ}, l^i^d, and we shall denote by 3t q the C*-algebra generated by A 15 . . . , A d in J^(^). Equivalently, ); this C*-algebra will be our main object of investigation.
For q = 0, we have that a i9 ... 9 a d of (1.2) are the adjoints of d isometries with mutually orthogonal ranges, hence $° is the well-known extension by the compacts of the Cuntz algebra & d ([3] ); moreover, Φ 0 : <?° -> JS? (^ζ) is precisely the canonical representation of f° on the usual Fock space 5^ = ^= 0 ((C d )®") ( [4] ). It is known that Φ 0 is n = 0 faithful, hence (if we consider that the "non-deformed case" is q = 0), both S q and St* can be viewed s deformations of the extension by the compacts of O d .
In order to distinguish the case q = 0, we shall write v l9 ... 9 v d for the a l9 . . . , a d of (1.2) corresponding to this case (to be very rigorous, we should have written in (1.2) a i%q instead of a f , and then v t would be defined s a it0 ; however, the value of q which is considered will always be clear, and we preferred to keep the notations simple). We denote the 2) below), and P is the projection onto the orthogonal complement of the vacuum vector.
In [7] it was proved that, for \q\ < j/2 -1, S q ^ f° and Φ € is faithful. The proof involved finding a positive element ρ e S ° that satisfies the equation:
and then showing that a t -> ^ρ, l ^ ι ^ rf, gives an isomorphism between ^€ and S Q . We shall consider the analogue on the Fock space of (1.4), i.e.:
(1.5) (P, F 1? ...,^ defined in the preceding paragraph, Re&(&") unknown). Of course, if \q\ < |/2 -1, and if ρ is the solution of (1.4) given by [7] , then Φ € (ρ) satisfies (1.5); in addition, Φ 9 (ρ) leaves invariant each subspace of 9~ spanned by tensors of a given length (this follows immediately from the fact that ρ can be obtained by doing iterations in (1.4), starting with ρ χ = p).
We shall prove the following: The paper is subdivided into sections s follows: in Section 2 we review some basic facts about the twisted Fock space, and fix our notations. In Section 3 we introduce the canonical unitary U: 2T q -» y and prove the first two assertions of the above Theorem. In Section 4 we show that U3t q i/* 2 ^°, and in Section 5 we prove the opposite inclusion for q satisfying (1.7).
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their adjoints are the corresponding creation operators:
Let us now pick a # e ( -1,1). One defines recursively a #-inner product <· | ·> β οη the subspaces ^ c ^ (n ^ 0), s follows: οη ^, <· | ·> β is determined by <Ω|Ω> € = 1; then for every n ^ l, one puts:
(where l ^ / 1? . . . , i" 9 j l9 . . . , j n ^ d, and the hat οη { Λ means that ^k is deleted from the tensor). We shall denote ^, considered with the #-inner product, by i^t q . The natural basis of *r n9 consisting of tensors of length n from (2.1), will be no longer orthogonal for <· | ·> € (unless q = Oor/i ^1); the point is, however, that the Gramm matrix Γ η of #-inner products of elements from this basis remains positive and non-degenerate ( [2] , [5] , [8] their adjoints are the corresponding creation operators:
An important role in what follows will be played by the operator Don't depend on q (correspond to q = 0) 2.2. The actions of Symmetrie groups. Let n ^ l be an integer, and let S n be the group of all permutations of (l, ...,«}. For l ^ k ^ / ^ «, we shall denote the cycle
is by convention the unit of S n ). For every -K q < l, we have a natural representation by invertible operators n" tq : S n -> JS?(f^€), determined by:
n" tq extends to a representation of C[5J = C*(S n ) on ^g, still denoted by π η>€ . This is generally not a *-representation; however, let us point out that since invertible elements of C*(S n ) must map to invertible operators on i^n q9 it is true that the spectrum of π η q (x) is contained in that of x, for every χ in C*(S"). This will be useful for studying the spectrum of M, since, s shown by a moment's reflection, we have: but this in turn comes out, exactly s in Proposition l of [8] , from the fact that every se S n can be uniquely decomposed s a product /(l -» k) with & ^ l, t e 5 n , f (1) = l, and that in this decomposition we have inv(^) = inv(f) + (k--1). QED (-1,1) . Lei U 0 : 6y Z7 0 Ω = ί2, aw f /Ae« define recursively, for n ^ l: (-1,1) , and define:
Proposition and Definition. Lei q be in

Definition and Proposition. Let q be in
1° Wehave The last equality is, however, obvious from the definitions of Af and V*.
2° It is clear that R is positive and leaves invariant every V n (= subspace spanned by tensors of length n). The fact that R satisfies equation (1.5) follows from (3.5) via exactly the argument preceding relation (10) of [7] .
If R e S£( ~} is an operator sharing the above properties, then ( s it immediately comes out of (1.5)), RQ = 0 and, for m, n ^ l, l ^ i lf . . . , i m9 j l9 . . . 9 
j H ^ d:
From the last equation it is clear that, for every n ^ l, Rli^-ι determines R 2 \i^n (and hence R\i^n too, by taking a square root). Thus an induction argument shows that n = R\ir n for every n ^ 0, and we get R = R. QED 4. Recalling the considerations of Section 2.2, and dominating the spectral radius of an element xe C*(S n ) by ||jc||, we see that it will suffice to prove:
The first inequality in (4.2) is obvious. The proof of the second one (which must, of course, Let q be in (-l, 1), and let R e JSf (&~) be s in Definition 3.4. Due to the relations (3.4) and (3.5), it is obvious that the inclusion "U$ q U* g ^°" is equivalent to " Denote now, s in Lemma 4.1, by R n the operator induced by R on the invariant subspace i^n c ^ (n ^ 0), and define, for every n ^ l :
It is immediate (from Defmitions 3.2 and 3.4) that R 0 = 0 and R^ is the identity operator on i^. Moreover, for n ^ l, restricting the two sides of the equation (1.5) Using all these facts, it is easy to check that the ^"'s defined in (5.1) satisfy:
Thus (Χ η )™ χ1 is the Fock representation of a sequence of iterates s considered in [7] , which begins with X t = P. Note that in this particular Situation, the iterates can be defined with no restriction on q E ( -l , 1). 
Proof. The argument will consist in combining Lemma 8 of [7] with the particular form given to the iterates in (5.1). It is immediate (from (5.1)) that and we shall examine the latter quantity.
Observe that because of the obvious relations Thus, if in R%+ 2 -(R%+ 1 ® /) we replace ;?+ 2 using the analogue of (5.5) (for «4-2) and using (5.6), we obtain, by taking norms:
S liKH .11
On the other hand, R% + 2 ^ a n + 2 (q) I" + 2 , jR" 2^ i ® / ^ a" + 1 (?) /" + 2 , hence Lemma 8 of [7] gives that the last proposition can be applied to every q satisfying (1.7). QED
Remark.
Truncating the series on the right-hand side of (1.7) to its first two terms leads to the bound \q \ < j/2 -l found in [7] . The only positive root of the equation q2 = j _ 2q + 2q 4 -2q 9 is 0.44005651 . . . , hence taking four terms of the series makes us sure that (1.7) is fulfilled for \q\ £ 0.44; the improvement obtained by considering further terms of the series is only in the sixth significant figure of the numerical value of the bound. Of course, further improvements can be obtained by giving better estimates for liminf α η (#) .
n-* oo
Computer aided calculations of this quantity indicate that the hypothesis of Proposition 5.2 is still fulfilled for \q\ -0.455; however, it appears that a new idea is certainly needed in order to reach, say, 0.47.
